October 2016
Evening: The Brighton Savoy Hotel (new venue) on Tuesday 18th of October at
6:30pm, the Guest Speakers will be Dr Shane Oliver & Kajanga Kulatunga

Venue:
Brighton Savoy
Seaview Room
150 Esplanade, Brighton VIC 3186

Speakers:
Shane Oliver, PhD, BA (Hons) (Economics), ASIA
Head of Investment Strategy & Chief Economist

Shane Oliver joined AMP in 1984, becoming Chief Economist in 1994 and is now Chief
Economist and Head of Investment Strategy.
He has extensive experience analysing economic and investment cycles and analyses
the changing return potential for different asset classes such as shares, bonds,
property and infrastructure.
Mr. Oliver is a regular media commentator on economic and investment market issues
and engages regularly with investors at public events and forums.

Kajanga Kulatunga – Portfolio Specialist
NAB Asset Management

In addition to his formal role as an Investment Portfolio Specialist, Kajanga has
completed studies in behavioural economics at both Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Harvard University in Boston.
His current research interests include; cognitive decline and investment decisions,
unintended consequences of policy changes in retirement saving behaviour and
behavioural investment profiling. We have asked him to speak on these issues during
our seminar.

October 2016
Morning: The Gables Malvern on Wednesday 26th of October at 10:30am, the Guest
Speakers will be Jeff Rogers & Kajanga Kulatunga
Venue:
The Gables
15 Finch Street, Malvern Vic
Jeff Rogers, BSc
Chief Investment Officer, ipac Investment Management & Head of Investment Solutions,
Retail
Jeff Rogers joined AMP Capital in 2011 from ipac securities, following its acquisition by AMP
Ltd, and is responsible for driving investment outcomes for AMP’s retail investors.
He has extensive experience in investment management, spanning well over 20 years.
Kajanga Kulatunga – Portfolio Specialist
NAB Asset Management
In addition to his formal role as an Investment Portfolio Specialist, Kajanga has completed
studies in behavioural economics at both Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard
University in Boston.
His current research interests include; cognitive decline and investment decisions, unintended
consequences of policy changes in retirement saving behaviour and behavioural investment
profiling. We have asked him to speak on these issues at our seminar.

